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Dear Kokeshi Friends,

Hello, we are so happy we could bring this issue of Kokeshi Trends to all of you. As I’m 
sure, everyone is aware, we are in uncertain times coping with COVID-19. A virus that 
has made its rounds all over the globe. 

Our hearts and thoughts go out to the people who have been affected by this unprecedented 
event and we appreciate the people in the frontlines; thanking our health care workers, as 
well as everyone in our local communities and around the world for doing their part in 
helping others that are in need. A big thank you to those sheltering in place to help contain 
this coronavirus. 

Our hope is that you are all well and safe, staying at home, and keeping protected.  We 
know that this pandemic has affected our lives in many ways today and it will continue to 
do so as we fight to overcome: and overcome we will. 

With this release of KT, you can enjoy a little escape into the wonderful world of Kokeshi. 
Where hope, joy, and happiness are a common theme for these wooden messengers. 
Looking at their smiles help us to remember that better days will come. So, from our family 
to yours, we wish you continued health, strength, and strong will. We are all in this 
together, and together we will rise to the occasion and become the victors.

. ~ #StayPositive #WeWillOvercome 

KT is actively engaging with you all through social media, so feel free to stop by and say hi. 
Please remember to follow/like us on IG and Facebook! See you there! 

Sincerely,
Madelyn
Founder
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Trending

@gankyotaro_store

New Kokeshi inspired 
T-shirts  and sweaters 
designed by Kagami Taro. 
White/black available 
with several size options 
starting at ¥3,000

Kokeshi by 
Hiroshi Osanai. 
Recently seen 
in a variety of 
auctions. His 
style is a mix of 
traditional and 
creative. These 
are some of his 
works, now part 
of the Soulportals 
Collection.

@Hako_Shop

Kokeshi inspired painting 
by @_irina_shishova 
featuring the beautiful  
Kokeshi works of Oki 
Izumi. For sale at the Hako 
Shop.

@davideottaniart
Looking for fierce, Kokeshi & Manga, 
inpsired figures? Well these may get your 
adrenaline going. By freelance artist Dave 
Oktain.
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Step 1:
Megumi Nozawa meticulously searched for the right 
piece of wood, one that would be the right size and 
quality. She found the perfect premium block of 
Keyaki (Japanese Zelkova) wood.

Step 2:
A side is selected that will be suitable for the design 
in mind. A rough sketch is drawn onto the wood to 
serve as a guide for the carving phase. Two faces can 
be seen. Anticipation builds wonder as to what the 
final design might look like.

Step 3:
Weeks of carving begin to pay off as the unique 
characteristics begin to emerge from the block of 
Keyaki. A lovely mommy face and baby face begin to 
show; and long beautiful hair. Some of the kimono 
features are visible as well, such as the obi sash, and 
the baby's hat and sleeve. 

A Lullaby Emerges from an 
Unsuspecting Block of Wood.
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Step 4:
Even more details are added in the following weeks. 
The little baby is further detailed. A pom pom hat 
and delicate little nose is visible, along with arms 
holding on to mommy. Pure joy and happiness in the 
making. 

Step 5:
Amazing details are added to the back side of 
the Kokeshi. The kimono has a large obi bow tie. 
carefully detailed and robustly carved into the 
wood, followed by beautifully swaying hair, pushed 
around the neckline and resting on the mother's left 
shoulder.  

Step 6:
The hair is fastidiously detailed. Each strand carefully 
carved, providing a realistic look. Later, we will see 
the full details of the fishtail braid fully emerged and 
in fine color. 

Megumi Nozawa
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The completed work 
is breathtaking.

Titled: Lullaby
Size: 32 cm
Keyaki wood
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Sleeping without 
a care in the world
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Lulla

The Soulportal Collection is honored to have Lullaby 
join our Kokeshi family collection. Many thanks to 
Megumi Nozawa for creating such a special and 
beautiful body of work and for sharing her creative 
journey from start to finish with us. 

Want to learn more about Megumi Nozawa? Please 
check out our interview with her in the KT issue Q1 
2019 Vol 4 Iss 1.

Free Publication
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Another Tokyo 
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Interview with Craftsman Fumio Tomidokoro
by Flaminia Pirozzi & Alessandro Servidio (@KimonoFlaminia)

January 16, 2020
Original: Italian
English Version: Madelyn Molina

Fumio Tomidokoro was born in 1948 in Gunma 
Prefecture, Japan. He has won numerous awards 
throughout his Kokeshi making career, including the 
Prime Minister of Japan Award.

FP: What is your source of inspiration?

Fumio-san: My inspiration comes from the change in 
seasons, the type of wood I chose to work with and 
the feelings I have at the given time of creation. 

For instance, when I want to convey pretty girls with 
elegant kimono, I prefer to use a light type of wood. 
The darker woods are not suited to convey a refined 
and feminine character.

A Kokeshi idea can arise from just looking at the shape 
of a cherry branch or the trunk of a tree. That is how I 
created Santōka because its shape reminded me of the 
characteristics of a wanderer with a stick.

Taneda Shōichi (種田 正一) pen-name Santōka Taneda      
(種田 山頭火) (1882-1940) was an author and poet known 
for his haiku in free verse; with a style that does not 
conform to traditional haiku formal rules. Santōka loved 
sake, and he wandered all over the country. 

"Santōka" means "Mountaintop Fire." So, looking at this 
piece of high and deep wood I imagined a mountain top 
and then designed this Kokeshi, bringing it into reality.
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FP: Your Kokeshi stand out for their elegant 
kimono designs, the rich use of colors, and 
their overall beautiful appearance. What 
influences this unique choice of style and 
design?

Fumio-san: My Kokeshi are inspired by the 
beauty ideals of the Heian-period women (794-
1185). Their hair was very long and they wore 
precious layers of kimono with contrasting 
colors worn on top of each other. 

Unfortunately, this style is no longer in practice 
today and the perfection of the classic style of 
dressing has been somewhat lost. That is why I 
like to call this the ideal beauty.

FP: How would you describe your 
way of working?

Fumio-san: Most importantly, 
I don't like the work that is 
always the same or replicating 
and making multiple copies. My 
inclination is to create unique 
pieces, but it's also a difficult 
choice because it takes a lot more 
work and more creativity to make 
Kokeshi that is always different. 

However, this is my way of 
working and therefore my way of 

speaking. I love to make exclusive works. I'm not interested in enriching myself, 
but in producing work that is unique and expresses my way of being.
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Fumio Tomidokoro

FP: How did you start making Kokeshi?

Fumio-san: I started to work passionately 
in a souvenir and wooden toy factory. This 
work was important because I learned to 
make artifacts, but also very repetitive 
because the models were always the same. 
That's why I left the factory and started 
making something of my own, according to 
my own originality. So, I never had a real 
teacher, but I always worked alone. 

Among the many Kokeshi craftsmen I admire 
are Sansaku Sekiguchi (1925-2018) for his 
original style and Takashi Yoshida (1948-
2007) for his talent.

I was a good friend of Takashi Yoshida, 
we often use to go out together. He was 
one of the most prestigious artists who 
helped bring Kokeshi to a more important 
and valuable level. There was a healthy 
competition among us craftsmen, which, 
based on other people's works, made us 
want to do better and better.

Kurokami (black hair) by Sekiguchi Sansaku
Haruhi (Spring Sunlight) by 
Takashi Yoshida
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FP: You are a representative of the Japanese 
Creative Kokeshi Association. What is its 
purpose?

Fumio-san: The most important objective of 
this Association is to organize exhibitions in 
order to seek out new talent.

Unfortunately, our work is a time-consuming 
one, requiring a lot of dedication, patience 
and study, so very few young people today 
choose to do so. With the Association, we 
hope to involve more and more new aspiring 
artisans.

Editor's Note: Many thanks to Flaminia Pirozzi of 
Kimonoflaminia for contributing this wonderful interview 
with Fumio Tomidokoro and sharing it with our KT 
readers.

Flaminia Pirozzi, Fumio Tomidokoro & Alessandro 
Servidio.
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Sei Matsushita

Sei Matsushita was born and raised in Ehime on the island of Shikoku 
(Japan). In 2009, she settled in France and took courses at the Beaux-
arts in Versailles. In 2011, she was awarded the prize of the School 
of Fine Arts of Versailles during the "Artistes dans la rue" event. She 
is passionate about animals and often conveys them in her artwork, 
particularly rabbits.  Check out her website for more information on 
her work.

I wanted to create a character similar to 
that of Little Red Riding Hood... I always 
paint animals but now I created something 
different mixing my art with the idea of 
Kokeshi ~Sei Matsushita
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Nicolas-Yvan Perrot

Nicolas a Kokeshi aficionado, got a hold of 3 Kokeshi blanks and 
selected 3 unique artists to create their own Kokeshi inspired works. 

What do you think about the end results? Join us @KokeshiVillage on 
Facebook to share your thoughts. 

Have you ever had an exclusive Kokeshi made?
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Nanami Takahashi

Combining her love for color and pattern, Nanami materialized 
a creative Kokeshi-inspired work, generating a feeling of life in 
Paris for its new owner Nicolas-Yvan Perrot.

To view more of the artist work check her website.
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My spirit was the parisian kokeshi. I love to 
paint scenery and parisians people. I mix 2 
cultures. Japanese kokeshi and Parisian model 
-Nanami Takahashi
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Interview with Kato Tatsuo
by Flaminia Pirozzi 01/16/2020

original in Italian translated to English and 
edited by Madelyn Molina.

All Photos: Kato Tatsuo & Works taken by 
Flaminia Pirozzi @KimonoFlaminia

In the past, and also on our recent trip, we 
met some of the most important Kokeshi 
artists in the realm of Japanese Kokeshi 
making. One of those artist is Kato Tatsuo, 
who spun our world upside down. Normally 
meetings take place with pre-interview 
questions which we prepare according to the 
maker we are going to meet and we follow a 
common thread until the last question and 
answer has been completed. With Kato-san, 
we immediately realized that it would be 
impossible to follow any type of pre-interview 
questions, so the notebook, with all the 
questions, was abandoned. We wanted him 
to have all the freedom to express himself 
without any constraints. 

The enthusiasm and passion for his work are 
so eruptive that he is immediately engulfed 
by his multifaceted, artistic, vision. Already 
from the entrance of his home, looking at his 

works, they were impressively imaginative 
and original, it seemed as if we had entered 
the world of Miyazaki-san anime.

For this reason, this interview has very 
few questions; mainly we listened to the 
master's thoughts, which flowed freely with 
an overwhelming force and speed. We tried 
to capture them so we could share them with 
you. 

FP: Can you tell us about this particular 
carving technique?

Kato-san: I was the first to use this technique, 
it can be defined as "blade strokes" (mimics 
movement as if holding a katana). This 
technique can be recognized by all the 
horizontal marks on the surface of the 
Kokeshi, like thin grooves on the wood.
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Blade Stroke Technique

ō
FP: Where do you find inspiration to make 
your kokeshi?

Kato-san: For me, everything is a source of 
inspiration, especially people of any age. I 
like to listen to their stories carefully and 
then gradually an image forms in my mind. 
Looking at the two of you I have already fixed 
the main characters and I would already know 
how to recreate them on the wood (mimicking 
the shape of your necklace, the cut of the 
eyes and Alessandro's hat).

Other important sources of inspiration are 
Japanese popular stories and legends. I love 
to recreate their stories in my Kokeshi designs 
.
Like the story of the Zashiki-Warashi 座敷童
子(guest room child). It is a Yōkai, a domestic 
and familiar spirit in Japanese folklore, it has 
the appearance of a 5-6-year-old boy or girl, 

with gathered hair and a red face. Its main 
characteristic is that it has a lot of fun playing 
innocent tricks on the inhabitants of the 
house.

Another source of inspiration is Jizō 地蔵, 
the protector of travelers and children who 
is usually represented as a monk. He is also 
the protector of children who are not born 
or died prematurely. In this type of Kokeshi I 
represent a commemorative work that depicts 
precisely the unborn children who pray: 
looking at them you can find consolation for 
the pain of not having come into the world 
and inner peace. Sometimes there
can be something sacred about
Kokeshi.

Another myth very present in my works
is that of the fox, kitsune (キツネ ).
According to Japanese mythology, the fox 
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is a being with great intelligence, long-lived
and, with advancing age, capable of developing 
supernatural powers. He often enjoys taking 
on the appearance of a beautiful woman and 
sometimes uses his charm to deceive men. 
But 80% of my works have the moon as their 
subject, the motive most dear to me. When I 
look at it, I completely lose my thoughts and get 
inspired.

I believe that creating Kokeshi somehow makes 
people better and more sensitive; because to 
materialize them much reflection on various 
aspects of life had to take place. This is why I 
love the night and the dark, because nothing is 
seen and everything can be imagined.

I also take inspiration from flowers , because 
everyone has their own symbol, meaning and 
specific image.

Kitsune incorporated into the design

Flowers 
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FP: What does this kokeshi represent?

Kato-san: It is an eel , with its typical 
wave movement. It is a nocturnal fish and 
its movement depends on the climatic 
conditions and the moon phases

This kokeshi instead represents the daikon 
(Japanese radish)...

and a couple " Yamabiko ", which in 
Japanese means " Mountain Echo."

Eel design

Daikon, radish. Yamabiko, Mountain Echo
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Kato-san: I studied the various ancient 
kimono decoration techniques especially 
the important and valuable Tsujigahana 
technique (辻 ヶ 花) it is a Japanese fabric 
dyeing technique that originated in the 
Muromachi period 室町時代 (1336 - 1573). 
Tsujigahana literally means " flowers at the 
crossroads", probably because between the 
motifs there are lines and weaves, inside 
of which mainly floral motifs were placed. 
The Tsujigahana provides a very complex 
process which comprises several steps and 
that generates articulated and multicolored 
designs. I carefully studied this technique 
in a museum and then reproduced it in my 
Kokeshi.

I like to think freely. One day my daughter 
spoke to me of the artist Tarō Okamoto 
(1911-1996 a Japanese painter, sculptor 
and writer known for his abstract and 
avant-garde works) and looking at his body 
of work made me think outside the box. 
So, I also decorated the hair of the Kokeshi, 
something I had not done before.
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I also like to experiment with different 
shapes. In fact changing the position on the 
lathe also changes the shape. I was a pupil 
of Sansaku Sekiguchi, one of the fathers 
of creative Kokeshi, and this has led me to 
always improve my work.

FP: What do these five children depict?

Kato-san: They represent the vowels and 
their pronunciation (one for each child). In 
Japan AIUEO is pronounced, in the United 
States instead, the order of the children’s 
vowels would be AEIOU .
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FP: There are various prizes that are 
awarded to Kokeshi artists, such as the 
Japanese Prime Minister's prize. Is there 
competition between the various creators?

Tatsuo-san: As artists you should never 
become too proud of your Kokeshi 
otherwise, you would lose their original 
beauty.

FP: Your work is distinguished by stylized 
figures, by the play and cheerfulness they 
transmit and by the unconventional forms. 
Do you want to talk about your style?

Tatsuo-san: My Kokeshi really reflect my 
curious character, a humorous and lively 
one. I love beautiful women (in particular 
Sofia Loren) and music, especially the one 
played with the shamisen, (an instrument 
characterized by a rounded case and 
three strings) played in a genre that is 
most characterized by a fast and pizzicato 
rhythm. Even today when I'm working, I'm 
full of enthusiasm and I still feel like a kid 
who still has a lot to do (laughs).
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Tatsuo Kato is one of the most important 
and highly-rated living creators. He was 
born in 1940 in Gunma prefecture and 
studied under the guidance of what is 
considered the greatest modern Kokeshi 
artist, Master Sansaku Sekiguchi.

During his career Tatsuo Kato received 
numerous prizes including the highly 
coveted national competition " National 
Exhibition of Modern Kokeshi " in 1981. 
Additionally, in 2017 he won the " Prime 
Minister Award ", one of the most 
prestigious awards.

He is currently judge of the All Japan 
Creative Kokeshi contest and member 
of the Japan Creative Kokeshi Craft 
Association. Still today he continues his 
work; his Kokeshi are extremely difficult 
to find and the prices are continuously 
increasing.

The master shows us the Yellow 
Ribbon Medal of Honor, an 
important recognition that is issued 
to those who have specialized in 
fields such as agriculture, commerce, 
or industry and have developed 
techniques and results that will 
be an example for others. This 
recognition was only given to three 
Kokeshi artists: Aoki Ryoka, Sansaku 
Sekiguchi and Tatsuo Kato.

The work was composed of three 
elements: the Oiran, an Edo Period 
(1600-1868) courtesan of the highest 
rank, and her two assistants. This 
extraordinary work was chosen for 
the poster of the 60th All Gunma 
Modern Kokeshi Concours.

Oiran and 2 assistants
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A blue bear vending co. production 
Illustrated & Written by Joanna Nakamura

(c) All rights reserved. Joanna Nakamura, Author, grants KokeshiTrends.com publishing rights for Tokyo Monogatari 
stories which includes “printing, publishing, producing and distributing”; the Author is the sole holder of all copyrights 
and other rights to publish and disseminate the work.

Contact Info:   bluebearvendingco@gmail.com
Twitter:  bluebearvending
Instagram:   @bluebearvendingco
Facebook:  bluebearvendingco
Websites:  Tokyo Monogatari
   bluebearvending.com

For over a year now KokeshiTrends has had the honor 
and joy of sharing with you the wonderful stories of 
Joanna Nakamura. We are grateful for having such a 
wonderful collaboration. Like all good road trips we have 
reached our destination and its time to explore what's 
ahead. Thank you dear Mama Kojin, Boss Panda, Tōji 
Tanuki, Kiku Kitsune, Miko-chan and DokiDoki Daruma. It 
has been our pleasure to learn about Japan through your 
tales. This is not goodbye but rather, until next time!

To our readers, don't be sad. 
If you miss reading about our 
friends you can find them @
tokyomonogatari their home 
website. Many thanks again to 
Joanna. You're fantastic! 
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Japanese Kokeshi: Reflecting the Beauty of Customary 
Japanese Textile Patterns.

March 22,2020
Written by: Madelyn Molina

The creation of each Kokeshi is a unique 
process. As we have learned, reading about 
Kato Tatsuo-san, his technique is to create 
unique Kokeshi that demonstrate his love of 
culture and design. The Kokeshi on this page 
was designed by Tatsuo-san with a kimono 
full of cultural Japanese patterns. Let’s have 
a look at the different patterns.

Uroko 鱗: This pattern resembles scales as 
in those found on a fish or a snake. It is 
believed to repel evil spirits and take off bad 

luck. The design is formed by connecting 
triangles together.

Shippō 七宝: Better known as The Seven 
Treasures of Buddhism (gold, silver, amber, 
coral, lapis lazuli, agate and seashell). It is a 
symbol of good relationships a never-ending 
chain of expansion of harmony and peace. 
The pattern involves the overlapping of 
several circles which are symbolic of happy 
endings. 

San Kazushi三崩し: This pattern is a 
crosshatch made up of alternating vertical 
and horizontal sets of 3 lines. A version 
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Exploring Japanese Kokeshi Patterns
Kato Tatsuo 加藤 龍雄

of the design created diagonally is called 
kakubishi sannojikuzushi 角菱 三の字崩.

Kumo 雲: Designs used to represent clouds 
and can have many meanings. They can be 
moving clouds, auspicious, ascending or 
raining and much more. It is a commonly 
used design, much like the water designs.

Asanaba麻の葉: The design resembles a hemp 
leaf and is believed to symbolize healthy 
growth of children. Similarly, the plant is 
known for its durability and quick growth. To 
create the design a central point is made and 
six identical diamonds are arranged around it. 

Tatewaki 立枠: The pattern is symbolic 
of a rising stream and is believed to be 
auspicious. The design itself is made of 
vertical, curvilinear, lines that bulge and 
narrow to create a sort of hourglass effect. 
Various types of designs are added to the 
center, of the widened part of the shapes 
created, such as mums or wisteria etc.

Ichimatsu (市松) is the term for checkerboard 
pattern. It was named after the Kabuki actor 
Sanokawa Ichimatsu 佐野川市松 (1722-62), 
who liked to use the pattern on his trousers. 
Coincidentally it was incorporated in the 2020 
logo for the Olympics.
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Kokeshi Trends Games

Uroko

Shippō

San Kazushi

Kumo

Asanaba

Tatewaki

Ichimatsu

Hemp Leaf

Checkerboard Pattern

Rising Stream

Overlapping Circles

Scales

Clouds

Crosshatch Pattern

Draw a line from the word on the left to the 
correct meaning on the right.
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Kokeshi Trends Match Games

Match the Artist name to the corresponding Kokeshi 
made by the artist by drawing a line. Three out of 
five are correct choices.

Kojo Tamura

Inosuke Kobayashi

Shido Shozan

Murakami Kenichi

Kaoru Nozawa

Sato Kousan
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Interview with Craftsman Fumio Tomidokoro
by Francesca Iachetta @Artigianato Giapponese

My name is Francesca Iachetta, I am 
Italian and I have a great passion for 
Japan and especially for Japanese 
craftsmanship. I turned this passion 
into my job, in fact I import Japanese 
craftsmanship in Italy, especially kokeshi 
dolls which in addition to selling them I 
collect. 

During my travels in Japan in search of 
the products to be imported into Italy I 
was lucky enough to meet great kokeshi 
artists. One of my favorite artists is 
Fumio Tomidokoro, whom I met in May 
2019. 

He did not hold an apprenticeship with 
other artists but started his journey on 
his own and developed himself as an 
artist. During his career he has won 
several awards:

1987: Encouragement Award from
Ministry of Education .
1989: Minister of Internationals
Trade and Industry Award 
1999 Prime Minister Award
2007 Prime Minister Award
2008 Prime Minister Award

2012 Prime Minister Award
2012 Minister of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries Award
2013 Prime Minister Award

I love his kokeshi for the expression of 
their faces, for the colors of the kimonos 
and because most of his works are 
unique pieces. 

Tomidokoro was very kind in hosting 
me. He showed me his workshop where 
he makes kokeshi and then showed me 
some of his works. 

I ask him about what inspires him to 
make Kokeshi. He said they are inspired 
by the ideal beauty of the women of 
the Heian period, characterized by long 
hair, and by the aristocratic conception 
of female beauty. Not touched by the 
rays of the sun, they are often having a 
very light skin complexion and are very 
elegant, wearing beautiful kimonos. 

When creating, he often considers the 
type of wood, its shape, and its color, 
then based on the season and the 
emotions that the season conveys, he 
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can begin to create his work.

While I am there and he talks to me 
about his Kokeshi, he gently offers me a 
cup of tea, and proudly shows me some 
small wooden dolls made by his daughter 
Chiya. He tells me that Chie has just 
started working with wood. He hopes that 
she will continue because unfortunately 
fewer and fewer young people in Japan 
make kokeshi.

I finished my cup of tea and having 
observed his kokeshi I decide to buy two 
kokeshi for my private collection and 
some to sell in my shop in Italy. Before 
leaving, I ask him if there is a kokeshi 
artist whom he admires and from whom 
he takes inspiration. Embarrassed, he 
tells me that one of the artists he admires 
most is Master Sansaku Sekiguchi. His 
works are very different from his, but he 
believes he was one of the best kokeshi 
artists ever. 

I am grateful to Tomidokoro for hosting 
me in his home workshop and for 
dedicating part of his time to me.

Editor's Note: Thanks to Francesca Iachetta of 
@ArtigianatoGiapponese for contributing this 
wonderful interview with Fumio Tomidokoro.
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MAY 05, 2020

Usaburo
Kokeshi

Happy Children's Day
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Usaburo
Kokeshi

Tango No Sekku
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MAY 10, 2020

Haha no hi

You're loved
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Kokeshi Trends Match Game

Match the photo to the corresponding Kokeshi type by drawing 
a line from the photo to its type name. Three of the five 
answers are correct to its type name.

Yamagata

Nakanosawa

Naruko

Togatta

Zao

Hijiori

Answer Key in next KT Release June/202048 | KokeshiTrends.com



Kokeshi Trends Word Games
Can you make the words fit?

3 Letter Words
 Zao
5 Letter Words
 Nanbu
6 Letter Words
 Narugo
 Yajiro

7 Letter Words
Hijiori
Totatta
Tsugaru
8 Letter Words
Kijiyama
Sakunami

Tsuchiyu
Yamagata
10 Letter Words
Nakanosawa
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Happy Father's Day
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Even though we've lived apart,
I do not love you less.
There's provision in the heart
For storing tenderness.

There's a love that like a star
Must reconfigure space
To turn the far-flung wanderers
Towards some predestined grace.

Time matters not, nor pain, nor death,
Nor fate as hard as stone.
This truth needs but a single breath,
And that we now have known.

Ah, Father! What a joy to live
With love at last expressed!
Life has no greater gift to give
Than that with which we're blessed. 

~Nicholas Gordon
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Happy Anniversary Kokeshi Village
May 14

It was 6 years ago on May 14, 
2014 that our Facebook group 
KokeshiVillage was founded. 

There were some people that 
said it would fail because it had 
been tried many times before 
and that there was not enough 
interest. I'm glad to report 
that interest for Kokeshi is very 
much alive and we are now 
670+ active, internationally 
based, members and growing.

So, cheers to all of you for 
making Kokeshivillage a 
success! Through this amazing 
group, I have met passionate 
Kokeshi aficionados from 
around the world. For that, I 
am grateful. The friendships 
and information we share 
is invaluable. I am looking 
forward to many more years 
of sharing, and meeting even 
more people interested in the 
fascinating world of Kokeshi.

If, you haven't joined us yet,
what are you waiting for? Come
on over, we're waiting to meet 
you! ~Madelyn

Mirai
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SHOPS
ARTISTS

& MORE

Kokeshi Doll Shops
• Daiichi Shobo
• emmabeeyou
• Folkeshi
• Fakapapa
• Gallery_shin
• Hayabusa0550
• JapanCraftMS
• The Japan Stop
• Katagami Kokeshi
• Kimono Flaminia
• Kokeshi Manila Online
• Kokeshi Carol
• Kokesia
• Neko Box 
• Nostalgic Kingyo
• Shimanuki Online Shop
• Shinapari
• Shuz Saya

• Artigianato Giapponese

Kokeshi Book
Authors in English
• Sunny Seki
• Manami Okazaki
• Michael Evans & Robert Wolf

Artists websites
• The Amazing Doll 
• blue bear vending co.
• Clark Studio Galleries
• COOKIES
• Daisuke Hayashi
• Janice Levi
• Joolie Green
• Kekokeshi
• Kokeshi Sakurai
• Kokess
• Konami Ogata
• Liat Reshef
• Linda J Ferber
• Mena Esterel
• Naomi Gallery
• Noboru Wagatsuma
• Planete Kokeshi
• ShopToast 
• SketchInc
• Tomohiro Matsuda
• Usaburo Kokeshi

Kokeshi Book 
Japanese (some English)

• Kokeshi Jidai
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Ask us how to get your 
shop listed here: 
Info@Kokeshitrends.com

Peg Dolls
• Bonny Bloom
• Caddy Creations

• Peg & Plum

Information
Kokeshi Wiki
KokeshiVillage

Museums
•  Kamei Museum, Japan
•  JANM, CA, USA
•  Morikami Museum, FL USA
•  Tsugaru Kokeshi Museum, Japan
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Thank you
for stopping by 


